Academic Audit Application Updates

New Features
- Deleting audits and templates
- Notifications
  - Students can see notifications for actions taken on their plan
  - Students can control settings for how and how often they are notified
  - Advisors can control how and when they receive notifications
- University requirements with the same scope
- Concentration updates
  - Options will now show in-line with audit
  - Better readability
  - Only concentration student has registered for will be auto-expanded
- Search for students by entry year
- Can use 'units total' constraint with a 'repeatable' constraint
- Ungraded courses can now count for a requirement with the "ungraded allowed" constraint
- Audits prioritize courses that are added by exception over optimizing double counting
- Optimized orders of constraints

Fixed Issues
- Sped up platform
- Courses with decimal units now count correctly for the units requirement

Visit www.stellic.com for more information about the Stellic planning and advising platform.